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(SPEECH)  
[00:00:00.39] The air I breathe powers everything I do.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:00:03.12] Jogs  

(SPEECH)  
[00:00:03.63] It fills my body. It charges my mind.  

[00:00:06.75] It keeps me focused. I know that the air outside can be filled with pollution and 
other impurities. And I breathe easy knowing that Bissell helps keep my indoor air fresh and 
clean.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:00:18.76] Feeds baby  

(SPEECH)  
[00:00:19.67] I love taking care of my kids. They fill our house with joy and some really 
unexpected surprises. They never know what they'll bring in next, but I breathe easy knowing 
pollen and allergens won't ruin the moment.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:00:32.79] Flowers in vase.  

(SPEECH)  
[00:00:33.90] Home is my workplace and my living space to keep my mind focused. It's 
important to keep my indoor air clean between work and pet parenting. There just aren't enough 
hours in the day, but I breathe easy knowing pet dander and odor are automatically being cleaned 
from my air.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:00:50.81] Rolls out carpet.  

(SPEECH)  
[00:00:51.89] New beginnings are like fresh air for the soul. So go ahead. Settle in. Don't settle 
down. Let's remember the good times and breathe easy knowing dust and cooking odors won't 
take away from the here and now.  

[00:01:06.58] Homecoming is always cause for celebration in this house. It's the time we 
reconnect, relax, and recharge with those we care about most.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:01:15.34] Popcorn  



(SPEECH)  
[00:01:16.16] That's why I rely on Bissell to clean my air and purify my space, because the air 
we breathe should be as pure as the love we share.  

[00:01:24.52] The all new Bissell Lifestyle line of air purifiers. The air 320 and air 220 air 
purifiers was created with all our families in mind.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:01:33.70] A dog  

(SPEECH)  
[00:01:34.27] Breathe easy knowing that you can have fresh indoor air at the touch of a button.  

(DESCRIPTION)  
[00:01:39.91] Montage of families, each featuring an air purifier. Family eats popcorn on couch, 
woman laces her sneakers, man plays with baby, Bissell air, bissellair.com  


